TIARA EQUINE LEASE PACKAGES
Package

Number of Rides
per Week

Goals and Activities

Cost

Bronze

2

For the new competitor. Learn the ropes of eventing and
showing off property at combined tests, schooling shows,
cross country schooling and low level events on an
experienced show horse. Riders must do at least one weekly
priv, semi or group lesson, with their second ride either a
practice ride or additional lesson.

300 plus lessons.

Silver

3

Gold

4+

Recreational

Flexible

*Riders take their horse off property between 1 and 5 times
a season on average*
For the serious competitor. A combination of weekly
lessons and practice rides on an experienced show horse.
Riders regularly participate in clinics and cross country
schools. They compete at combined tests, events up to
pretraining and silver hunter/jumper or dressage shows.
Riders must do at least one weekly priv, semi or group
lesson, with their second and third ride being either practice
rides or additional lessons.
*Riders take their horse off property between 5 and 12
times a season on average*
For the seasoned competitor. A combination of weekly
lessons and practice rides on an experienced show horse.
Some riders at this stage seek exclusive use of a horse. They
may use a Tiara Equine horse or use Tiara Equine as an
agent to find them a horse of their own. Riders compete up
to the training level, and at silver and gold shows on the
hunter/jumper and dressage circuits.
*Riders compete an unlimited number of times a season*
Weekly lessons private, semi or group on a variety of horses
and practice rides to work on newly acquired skills. Hacking
encouraged, participate in clinics! This option does not
allow showing, or offer discounts on lesson rates. This
programme does not guarantee the same horse for each ride.
Pay per ride structuring.

400 plus lessons.

Starting at 500
plus lessons.

Lesson cost
ranges from
$45$60. Each
practice ride is
$30.

***All lessons, partboards and showleases are subject to HST. Partboard and lease packages are paid for on the 1st of
every month, with lessons invoiced at the end of the month.
***Leasers pay the “Own Horse” rate on lessons, discounted from the “School Horse” rate.

